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Comprehensive overview of tourism in the Netherlands on DaysOut.nl
From now on all English-speaking tourists and expatriates in the Netherlands will be able to plan their day
out or touristic visit in the Netherlands much more efficiently. The popular Dutch site for leisure activities
‘DagjeWeg.NL’ has been fully translated into English. Under the name www.daysout.nl this site is now
available to a worldwide public numbering millions of people.
The Netherlands is a popular destination for tourists from all over the world, many of whom see the country
as a ‘bridge’ to the continent of Europe. More than half of the twelve million visitors to the country each
year speak or understand English.
With these visitors in mind we have had our existing site containing tourist information, day trips and places
to visit in the Netherlands, professionally translated into English. But DaysOut.NL isn’t just for the tourists.
English-speaking expatriates in the Netherlands and children of Dutch emigrants who want to discover their
‘roots’ but don’t speak the Dutch language, will find a wealth of useful information on this comprehensive
site.
The site contains many tips which are constantly updated and easy to find using our simple search facility.
In addition to this, visitors can book their hotel accommodation, special programme or holiday home directly
through www.daysout.nl. And that’s not all! The site is also filled with up-to-date news on the latest events,
exhibitions and cultural performances being held throughout the country. The tourist-information dossiers
on the site contain interesting information about various locations, including the six UNESCO World
Heritage Sites of which the country is justifiably proud. The most-visited of these by foreign tourists is of
course Kinderdijk, home of the world-famous windmills.
Note for Editors.
Information about DagjeWeg.NL / DaysOut.NL.
This website with leisure and short-break tips began in August 2001 with 500 visitors each month. The site
is now visited by more than 1 ½ million visitors each year. DaysOut.NL is fully interactive and has
something for everyone. Not only can visitors look up all the information they need, they can also add their
own experiences to the site, and even submit new ideas for tips. In addition to DaysOut.NL, DagjeWeg.NL
is responsible for the website HotelsEurope.com.
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